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Vision
The last two years have seen important changes and
preparations for accreditation and to improve our academic
practices, excellence in learning and research, quality assurance
and student services.
We have undertaken a reorganization of our structure to
better create synergies among our departments, and to clarify
functions, governance and communication.
The revision of academic affairs implied an evaluation of the
academic cycle processes (annual planning, faculty recruitment
and selection, course preparation, course completion and
assessment), as well as academic policies and information (such
as the Faculty Handbook), both to align with St. Louis, as well
as to deal with local issues while we institutionalize practices.
The development of a quality assurance system is still in
progress, as is the emphasis on program assessment in
alignment with St. Louis. The revision of academic programs
and market opportunities for new developments has given
rise to new and revitalized programs. A faculty-admissionsmarketing coordinated recruitment effort based on a three-year sustainability plan to increase the number
of students is underway. And faculty have never been more productive, launching the Webster Center for
Creativity and Innovation, significantly increasing research activity, partnerships, and publication while
simultaneously expanding press visibility through academic events serving the community.
These strategic efforts have been instrumental in the preparation for HLC re-accreditation and of
Swiss accreditation. Webster University Geneva underwent an external review by the Higher Learning
Commission (HLC) on February 27. Important preparation and participation from faculty, staff, students,
and alumni contributed to what was internally assessed as a positive visit. Our strong link with Webster
Groves and the previous visit of Dani McCarthy and the Provost were very helpful in that preparation.
Preparations for Swiss accreditation have continued, with advancement toward the various quality
standards for data collection and reporting. A team is in place and we will work on the report to request
formal admission into the process in the near future.
Housing alternatives have been studied as well as the preparation work for an architectural contest to
develop the PLQ to expand our campus in the future, including residences for students.
These quality improvement efforts have gone hand-in-hand with rationalizing resources, gaining
efficiencies, and reducing costs. The campus spirit is one of collaboration and positive energy despite some
difficult adjustments.
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Swiss Accreditation
The process for Swiss accreditation, lead by Dominique Jolly, is essentially three-fold: first, there is a
preliminary admission report followed by an invitation to submit a detailed Self-Assessment Report (SAR)
and, then, site visits and a decision by the accreditation body.
At present, we have an internal version of the admission report, and a rough draft of the Self-Assessment
report.
The SAR requires reporting on 18 criteria grouped in 5 standards. Each standard comprises a chapter of
the SAR. For each chapter, a faculty member has been assigned responsibility. Each chapter leader has
formed a group of four to six associates to gather data and formulate arguments. Weekly meetings of
the Accreditation team (the team leaders) took place from November 2016 to September 2017. Regular
meetings have also been held in 2017 to inform our constituencies (staff, adjunct faculty, students) of the
progress. An action plan was presented to the Board meeting and community meetings.
The latest version of the admission report has been reviewed by all the members of the accreditation team,
by Vice Provost Nancy Hellerud, as well as by our external consultant and Campus Director Clementina
Acedo. The process is being coordinated by Julianna Bark.
The SAR is comprised of five areas: 1) quality assurance strategy, 2) governance, 3) teaching, research and
services, 4) resources, and 5) communication. Our committee has so far identified the existing rules and
procedures, and secured internal documents supporting those rules for each of the five areas of the SAR.
Evaluations of our position in each of the five areas have been carried out and revisions of some of the rules
and procedures, such as the faculty hiring procedures, or the research strategy and procedures, have been
conducted. Key projects for the future have been identified.
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Academics

Webster University Geneva undertook a project to evaluate all aspects of academic affairs in preparation
for Swiss accreditation. The key areas to be reviewed were the academic cycle, academic policies and
procedures, communication, and student services.
Clementina Acedo was leading the project and the focus had shifted to HLC re-accreditation, but the
areas of review and action remained the same. This exercise, which involved input from every corner
of the organization, re-defined and institutionalized the policies and procedures we use to deliver high
quality academic outcomes each year.
The academic cycle, which begins in the
planning stage, progresses through course
delivery, and cycles back through quality
assurance to planning for the next year,
was carefully reviewed and codified for the
first time. Key changes over past practice
include higher academic standards for
faculty recruitment, systemic retention
efforts, better new-faculty orientation, and
a commitment toward quality assurance
through regular program evaluation. The
cycle is meant to increase our ability to
learn from and build on experience from
year-to-year, improving both academic
quality and efficiency.

6. Quality assurance

5. Course completion

Student evaluations, grade entry

4. During course

Special accommodations,
academic referrals,
probationary process,
academic status, advising

1. Registration & academic planning
Yearly planner, schedule, course format

2. Faculty

Hiring, new faculty orientation,
faculty/ teaching policies

3. Course preparation
Syllabi, books

The 2017-18 academic year has seen significant developments in nearly every aspect of the cycle,
including launching new programs and redesigning existing ones, bringing in new faculty, and reinforcing
professional development.
A new Faculty Development Plan was launched in January with weekly meetings. It relies on self and
peer assessment to identify areas of need related to skills, competencies, knowledge, interests and learning
opportunities, while recognizing individual faculty goals in teaching and scholarship. Our faculty intend
to explore areas where historically distinct subject areas intersect and study ways of teaching responsively
and responsibly to a culturally diverse student population. Emerging concepts and technologies will be a
focus.
As with most American university campuses, student retention has become an area of concentrated
focus at Webster University Geneva. During the Spring 2016 semester, we sought to answer what we could
do to help students who have been placed on conditional status. Spring 2017 data shows that our retention
efforts are having a positive impact. This is most likely due to having developed systematic procedures and
policies related to probation, dismissal, academic progress and other issues concerning student success.
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Academics
Faculty & Staff
The 2017-18 academic year saw a number of adjustments and new people. Amanda Callendrier was named
Head of Academic Resources, Francisco Rivas was named Academic Associate and Peter Carson joined
the office as an Academic Advisor. Michal Paserman took over as Director of the MBA Program and the
MA in Management & Leadership. Vlad Glaveanu came to Webster to head the Department of Psychology
and Counseling, while Catherine Butterly took over the MA Counseling. Aleksandra Jancikova was named
Director of Corporate Partnerships. Edward Boon was tasked with Market Research for Graduate Business
Programs. Holli Schauber is heading up Professional Development. Krista Saral was promoted from
Assistant Professor to Associate Professor. Finance Director Tom Jack retired and Axel Dormans took
over the role on June 1. Celia Jochim was named Events Coordinator and Kris Sortini joined as Assistant
to the Director and Project Manager.

Axel Dormans

Associate Professor Vlad Glaveanu, PhD

Webster Center for Creativity & Innovation
Founded this academic year, the Webster Center for Creativity and Innovation (WCCI) is a multidisciplinary,
interdepartmental center dedicated to the scientific study of creativity and innovation and its applications
to business, education, art and design, technology, and society. Situated at the forefront of research within
creativity, innovation, and connected fields, the WCCI collaborates with a wide network of European
and international centers, institutes and organizations both inside and outside of academia. Its aim is
to advance our understanding of creative processes,
teach the management of innovation, and offer a
space for companies and organizations to meet and
have the facilitation required to foster change and
development processes.
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Academics
Business & Technology
Dr. Michal Paserman took over an MBA program hampered by low enrolment and low student morale,
and set out to address these issues by improving quality and reputation. Her decision to concentrate
on communication with students and faculty, and on program revitalization has resulted in a significant
uptick in enrollments.
Keeping up with fast-moving trends is important, and faculty are encouraged to continuously update their
course content and materials. As part of the course FINC 5000, for example, students are now introduced
to the innovative fields of Behavioral Finance, Neurofinance, Fintech and Social Responsibility in Finance.
Over the last academic year, seven guest speakers visited our campus and shared their practical experience
with the MBA students. These talks expose students, to the most recent trends and developments in
industry. They help them bridge between theory and the real world and provide students with valuable
insights that complement the material taught in class. Furthermore, these events enhance the university’s
reputation in the community and our efforts to attract capable students.
Another innovation aimed at revitalizing the program
came in the form of “The Webster Edge,” a new
personal and professional development program,
integrated into the MBA. It is interdisciplinary and
holistic and complements the fundamental business
education with the soft skills and career management
required for students to succeed in the future
workplace and meet their goals. Using a unique
mix of personal coaching and advisory, workshops,
seminars, group challenges, simulations, and expert
guest lectures, a wide host of prominent experts will
help students develop a portfolio of professional and
personal skills.

MBA intake by semester

The Mathematics & Computer Science department has started rejuvenating its program offerings. Less
popular majors have been discontinued in favor of the cybersecurity emphasis. We are also experimenting
with the opening of a mathematics minor, which would complement the computer science core degree
among others, making our students more legitimate to apply to European universities master programs.
The department organized a conference on Cybersecurity and the Internet of Things, where eight speakers
discussed the potential of the Internet of Things, cyber threats and the importance of cybersecurity to the
new EU general data protection regulation.
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Academics
Global Citzenship Program
The GCP, Webster University’s liberal arts core, has consolidated and analyzed five years’ worth of
assessment data on student performance, and GCP Head Julianna Bark presented her findings in May
at the GCP Collaboratory in St. Louis. The report has shed new light on the academic strengths and
weaknesses of our undergraduate students and has helped direct academic planning decisions for the
2018-19 academic year.
The GCP launched three new community-building and public
outreach initiatives during the past academic year. Lunchtime
en français is a weekly language table held at the cafeteria
where students, staff and faculty enjoyed lively conversation in
French. Meet the Artist Lecture Series is a monthly lunchtime
conversation with visual artists aiming to enrich Webster’s
intellectual culture, to foster creative and innovative ways of
thinking amongst the members of the Webster community, and
to create a stronger link between Webster and the rich artistic
ecosystem in the area. A regular podcast recording has been
initiated featuring interviews with artists invited to participate
at the Meet the Artist Lecture Series.

International Relations
Three certificates, International and Non-Governmental Organizations, International and Regional
Security, and International Development, are in development to increase offerings for professionals in
Geneva’s international organizations, as well as recent graduates.
Webster University Geneva’s Department of
International Relations, together with the Webster
Humanitarian Association, held the 23rd
International Humanitarian and Security
Conference in February. The conference
was organized in cooperation with the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees and
the International Committee of the Red Cross.
More than 300 participants attended. The agenda
involved five keynote speakers and over two dozen
panelists. WHA and student volunteers, as always,
were key to the success of the conference.
Dr. Ivana Machonova Shellongova, a Human Rights Officer at the UN Office of the High Commissioner
for Human Rights, has joined the adjunct faculty to teach HRTS 1100 Introduction to Human Rights and
INTL 3030 Advanced Studies in International Law.
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Academics
Media Communications
Webster University Geneva will launch a Master’s program in Communications
Management. The combination of courses designed for this MA allows students
to expand their area of expertise and improve their employability in different
sectors, including roles that use marketing and communication technologies,
either to manage social media tools in branding support for a product or service, to
enhance non-profit organizational positioning to clients, or even for fundraising
campaigns—while building a cross-functional skill for internal communications
or external public relations activities.
In cooperation with WCCI, the Media Communications Department and
Photography Program have hosted four Spotlight Seminars since September
providing a platform where academics and professionals can explore and debate
contemporary issues in the media, communications and photography. Topics have included censorship,
dangers facing journalists, ethical issues around using images of people in humanitarian communications,
and empowering girls through technology.
The work of eight students was displayed in Geneva and at the COP23 Climate Change Forum in Bonn,
Germany. The images were taken in Tuscany as part of a research project on eco-villages. Every year since
2011, the Green Cross has organized The Future We Want, a photo exhibition aiming to show possible
solutions for clean energy, water and food security, and sustainable livelihoods.

Psychology & Counseling
Webster University Geneva remains proud of the fact that its
MA in Counselling is the sole English-language program of its
kind accredited by the Swiss Association for Counselling (SGfB).
First accredited by the SGfB in 2012, it underwent that body’s
regular 5-year re-evaluation in May.
In April the International Trauma Conference, Trauma and
what it means to be human, was organized by the Department of
Psychology and Counselling and the Global Initiative for Stress
and Trauma Treatment.

Creativity Week
The first edition of the Creativity Week at Webster University Geneva was held on campus from the 11th
to 15th of June. This week-long celebration of creativity and innovation theory, research and practice,
organized by the Webster Center for Creativity & Innovation (WCCI) included daily keynotes addresses
and expert panel discussions, workshops, paper presentations and artistic performances. During the week,
there were also two art exhibitions on campus.
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Academics
Scholars’ Program Summary 2017-2018
Launched in 2011, the Webster University Geneva Scholars’ program recognizes, supports and develops
academic excellence and performance in motivated and gifted students. It provides first year and continuing
scholars with opportunities to follow a challenging curriculum on top of their regular studies.
Enrolled students participate in an all-Scholars seminar on interdisciplinary topics presented by guest
speakers. Scholars complete thesis projects in their final year under dedicated faculty mentor supervision.
This program offers some merit-based scholarships, typically between CHF 5,000 and CHF 10,000 per
year, to incoming students. Scholars program participants must maintain a minimum GPA of 3.5.
The program has graduated 51 scholars to date with 29 currently enrolled members in good standing.
Recent graduates have been admitted to prestigious graduate programs including Oxford University, the
London School of Economics, the University of Rotterdam, and McGill University.
2017-2018 Academic year:
•
•
•
•

32 total Scholars enrolled (29 in good standing)
11 recruited (financial awards 5000-10,000)
5 continuing students qualified and elected to enroll
11 graduated

Academic Careers Excel (ACE) Program Launch
ACE, Academic Careers Excel, was launched in the Fall of 2017 as an initiative of Career Services and
Academic Affairs. It targets those students who are not supported by the Scholars program or traditional
student retention efforts.
The program’s goals are to help students improve GPA, develop skills for the international workplace,
and to increase participation in double majors, minors, certificates, internships, and study abroad. To
maximise the continuous realignment of theory and practice, ACE relies on voluntary student engagement
to work with their Academic Advisor and their Career Counsellor. This trio of student, academic advisor
and career counsellor will meet together each semester.
The initial target group were students holding GPAs between 2.5 and 3.49 in hopes of improving prospects
for those students who may be making good progress towards graduation but could still better their
performance. The initial group of students responded with enthusiasm as they see this program trying to
assist them with their academic and career planning concerns and needs.
Metrics used to track program outcomes and outputs are: GPA improvement, relevant language and ICT
skills, and Learning Center appointments.
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Career Services
Career Services continues to be a key element in the education and future success of our students,
providing internship opportunities, coaching, and bringing employers onto campus for recruitment and
seminars. This year there were presentations by Nielson Company, Nestlé, and Facebook on Assessment
and Interviewing, Job Searching Techniques, and Cleaning up your Digital Footprint. Michael Page and
Page Personnel conducted an Interview Workshop in which three recruiters interviewed 24 students and
gave feedback on their CVs and interview performance. Several of these students were offered follow-up
work by the recruiters.
Improved data collection by Career Services is now contributing to marketing and program development.
A Mandatory Exit Procedure was established last year to harvest information from graduating students.
This year Career Services met with 80% of all graduating students to gather data on internships,
employment during Webster, and future plans that illuminate educational niche areas. The office also
researched employers and job market data to provide insight into program development for the new MA
in Communications Management program and a graduate certificate in Digital Marketing.

Work or Internship Experience during Studies

Work or Internship Experience

29%

29%

71%

49% Internships
(80% of these in
Geneva)

71%

10% Work-Study
15% full or
significant
employment

49% Internships
(80% of these in
Geneva)

10% Work-Study

Work or Internship
Studies only
during
Studies

Right to work in Switzerland: 60%
70% of graduate students
54%
of undergraduates
Work
or Internship
73% of all Students without right to work
Studies
only Intracursus
were
undergraduates:
internships critical for them

Right to work in Switzerland: 60%
Total
99 (36students
GR, 63 UG)
70%graduates:
of graduate
RtW data for all 99
54% of undergraduates
More complete data for 97: MEP Data
73%
of all Students
without right to wo
for
80, additional
data for 17
Oct
17 through
Jul 18 graduating
class
were
undergraduates:
Intracursus
internships critical for them

15% full
or
Highlights of the Graduating
Class:
significant
• More Webster studentsemployment
hired by Swisscom and IATA right after graduation
•
•

Total graduates: 99 (36 GR, 63 UG)

Students accepted into leading grad schools
RtW data for all 99
LSE, University of London, Hertie School of Governance (first time)
More complete data for 97: MEP
Intracursus Internship Agreement opens doors at Nielsen, SICPA, NGOs
forwho
80,meet
additional
datarequirements
for 17
Providing opportunities to gain experience for all students
organization’s

Data

Oct 17 through Jul 18 graduating class
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Student Life

During the academic year life at our campus saw an increase in student engagement through the Student
Government Association (SGA), clubs participation, and the LEADS program. We continued in our efforts
to improve the student experience and increase retention by supporting student-led events and activities,
renewing and expanding student facilities, upgrading campus security and fire safety and providing
a comfortable learning and living environment for our students on campus and in our residences. The
successful collaboration with Webster campuses in Vienna and Leiden continued and was strengthened
during our traditional annual events.
More than 20 students participated in the SGA this academic year and contributed to several well-attended
student and community events (Week 1 BBQ, Halloween and Games Night, Summer BBQ). Co-Presidents,
Maya Rončević and Aya Ayouche, were elected to lead for the next academic year.
The Student Forum, a new mechanism for student feedback, is in its second year and contributed to the
annual Delegates’ Agenda, which is formally presented by students to campus administration in April each
academic year.
Two interest clubs (Business and IR) and one sports club (rugby) were added to campus life in addition
to six that are already active.
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Student Life Highlights
Renovation of the LLC Student Lounge
In summer 2017 the student lounge at the Living and Learning
Center underwent complete renovation which included wall
painting, installation of a new lighting system, new kitchenette
for communal use and new furniture. The student lounge was
turned into a multifunctional space – living room for students
living at the LLC, recreational room for all students, study
room, small events venue and exhibition space for campus.

Webster’s Got Talent 2018
Webster’s Got Talent took place in February 2018, with 8
students competing to win two places for Webster`s Got
Talent finals in Vienna, Austria. The event brought together
the entire campus community of students, faculty and staff,
showcasing fantastic student talent and great organization
skills of student organizers.

78 Magazine
Students from the Webster University Geneva magazine
production class launched the 3rd and the 4th editions of 78
Magazine. This fully student produced publication serves as
a showcase for the journalism, photography, painting, poetry
and other production work of the community on our campus.
They also launched an online version of the magazine at
78magazine.webster.ch.

Study Abroad
Geneva is the most popular Study Abroad location in the Webster network, attracting also WINS partners:

Fall 2017
26 Study Abroad students:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 from Webster Ghana
1 from Webster Vienna
1 from Webster Thailand
4 from Webster Groves
12 from Kent University
1 from Kent AFLU
1 from Rockhurst University
2 from UMASS Amherst
1 from Northeastern
1 from St Louis University

Global MA IR students:
•

2 students in Fall 2

Spring 2018
43 Study Abroad Students:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 from Webster Vienna
1 from Webster Ghana
4 from Webster Groves
5 from Kent State
21 from Kent State AFLU
2 from Northeastern
1 from SUNY Geneseo
1 from Baldwin Wallace
3 from Umass Amherst
1 from Sacred Heart

Global MA IR students:
•
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5 students in Spring 1

Study Abroad
New Summer Dance Program
Webster University Department of Dance students are enjoying an eight-week summer course at Webster’s
Geneva campus with classes from internationally respected professors and contemporary European
choreographers. This new study abroad program for dance is a partnership between the Department of
Dance, Webster University Geneva, and Conservatoire populaire de musique, danse et théâtre in Geneva.
“This collaboration offers our dance majors a one-of-a-kind opportunity to study European Contemporary
Dance in Geneva, Switzerland,” says James Robey, associate professor and chair of the Department of
Dance. “It is exciting to see them engaging with the faculty, the beautiful campus, and the culture of this
amazing city.”
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Events
With the strategic reorganization in 2017, oversight of public Events was
placed (along with Marketing, to which it reported previously) under
Enrollment Management. This alignment served multiple purposes,
including the efficiency of shared resources and to raise visibility of the
institution locally through the design and promotion of higher-quality events
to attract more ‘first-time’ visitors to campus.
Department heads and faculty deserve congratulations for conceiving and
organizing so many thought provoking events this year, and utilizing the
talents of so many renowned experts.
Webster’s largest events were two multi-day conferences. The International
Humanitarian and Security Conference, recorded over 300 attendees
from across the diplomatic “Genève Internationale” community of Missions,
IOs and NGOs. The Psychology Department (leveraging networks from its
MA in Counseling) hosted an international conference on “Trauma and
What It Means to Be Human”, which drew just over 100 participants, and
also hosted an international academic symposium on Creativity, Learning
and Technology. In addition, one-day conferences included a diplomatic
conference on The Future of Europe (between the IR department and
the Delegation of the EU to the UN Office in Geneva) and Privacy and the
Internet of Things, which brought academics and practitioners to address
the impact of the EU’s new data protection (GDPR) regulations.
The Walker School’s series “Doing Business in…” continued after success
in academic year 2017, with this year’s events on the Future of the Chinese
Economy and on Doing Business in Brazil. Academic departments also
began new event series in the 17-18 year, including the Media Departments’
Spotlight Seminar Series, which targeted journalists and the NGO
community, a new interdisciplinary Lecture Series on Creativity and
Innovation organized by the WCCI, and a lunch time “Meet the Artist”
series hosted by the GCP Program that was open to the Bellevue community.
Several “MBA for an Evening” events provided open master class sessions
for prospective students and alumni.
The events strategy required collaboration with—and across—academic
departments, inviting experts, selecting target audiences and promotional
messaging. Promotional activities included email campaigns, targeted
Facebook and Instagram advertising, social media posts and collaborations
with strategic event partner organizations, ranging from International
Organizations to the Chamber of Commerce & Industry of Geneva (CCIG).
Events in 2017-18 generated over 1,600 registrations with over 1200
attendees (sometimes bringing local media coverage), and elevated the
overall visibility and brand of the institution.
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Sample Events
Conferences
23rd International Humanitarian and Security Conference
Trauma and What it Means to be Human
Quo Vadis Europe? Future of European Democracy
International Symposium on Creativity, Learning and Technology
Webster University Research Festival
Privacy and the Internet of Things
Creativity Week
Series
“Doing Business in...”
Spotlight Seminars
Lecture Series on Creativity and Innovation
MBA for an Evening
Meet the Artist
Event Titles / Themes
Human Rights in Venezuela
Future of the Chinese Economy
Opening the Black Box of Creativity
Protecting Journalists, Protecting Freedom
Social Media as a Tool for Entrepreneurs
Behavioral Finance
Global Negotiations
Film Screening: Caravaggio v Baglione
TEDx: Proudly Human
Technology Creation in China
Creating the Marketing Mix
Participatory Creativity in Practice
Imagination at the heart of human and social experience
Don’t Worry Be Happy: Dealing with Worry and Anxiety
Should I post that Picture?
Game Theory / Change Mangement
Women in Foreign Affairs
Not Your Parents’ Creativity
#CreateEquality: Empowering Girls through Technology
Creative vs. Computational Thinking
Algorithms vsHumans: The Future of Asset Management
Doing Business in Brazil
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Graduation
On Saturday, May 12th, Webster University Geneva hosted its annual Commencement Ceremony at the
Intercontinental Hotel to celebrate and recognize 107 new graduates from the 2017-18 academic year who
represented 46 different nationalities. In the ceremony led by Dr. Clementina Acedo, Director General of
Webster University Geneva, the keynote address was delivered by Anne Hornung-Soukup, Chair of the
Board of Transports publics genevois (TPG).
Ten students graduated with a LEADS Certificate this May—the highest number in all Webster campuses
with the LEADS program.
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Alumni & Development
Geneva Alumni Country Origins 1979-2017

6 continents, 3 sub-continents, 150 countries, 4,081 alumni

1,940

620

Central
America
32

Caribbean
26

411

474

349

Middle East

125
36

POLYNESIA/

Webster University Geneva has over 4,090 alumni originating from 150 countries and 6 continents. We
are connected to over 2,800 by email and large numbers through social media. A recent survey yielded
more employment data and their locations – we now have employment details for almost half of our alumni
and the data has been used to update JX. We have an 80% completion rate for the (now) mandatory
exit procedure which yields alumni contact details, career information and further education choices for
graduating students. Improved communication strategy by renewing monthly e-newsletters and regular
posts through LinkedIn and Facebook. Over 50 alumni success stories/testimonials for our website and
publications are being compiled and are at varying stages of development.
A grant will fund the new Research Center on Nursery Science. Plans are in the works to create a Centre
of Excellence for Luxury Brands & Family Business, as well as a Middle East Institute for Islamic Studies
& Research.
• The endowed scholarship in Robert A. Spencer’s name continues to grow and 2 more students were
awarded monies towards their studies in 2017-18.
• An endowed scholarship has recently been finalized and set up in Charles E. Beech’s name.
• Richemont increased its gift to CHF 50,000 this year to be split 50/50 for scholarships and refurbishment
of the fitness centre.
• Approximately US$ 70,000 was raised in donations in 2017-18.
Webster University Geneva’s 40th Anniversary will offer an opportunity to fundraise.
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Research News
Articles in Peer Reviewed Journals: 		
Books: 					
Chapters in Edited Volumes: 		

12 in 2018,
2 in 2018,
8 in 2018,

16 in 2017
2 in 2017
9 in 2017
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New publication

On September 26th, Francesco Arese Visconti, Head of the Media Communications Department,
and Betty Sacco, Adjunct FacultyFamilies
of the
Psychology
Department,
wereProfessor
invited
to present their research
are actors
and drivers in migration
ORESTE FOPPIANI is Associate
of InSubscribe to our newsletters
and refugee crises. However, the current proternational History and Politics at Webster Uniwww.peterlang.com/subscribe
Hidden Identity at the teaching and
research
centre
of Monash
University
Prato, Italy.
tection
frameworks privilege
the individual
versity Geneva,
where he chairs thein
Departover the family unit. Consequently, the stories
of families in migration have remained under-researched and their challenges under-addressed.
This volume explores the interplay between
family, separation, and migration in the Middle East, West Africa, Southeast Asia, Europe,
and Latin America, and in the context of the
2015 global refugee crisis. Guiding it are two
questions: How do family, migration, and separation play out across geographical, political,
and historical contexts? And what are the gaps
in the protection of migrants and their families? Thirteen authors – academics and practitioners – discuss the international protection
for refugees, migration governance, child mobility, disability and immigration, human trafficking, and dilemmas in refugee reporting.
The book proposes a paradigm shift in the way
we cater to the needs and aspirations of families on the move. Its authors offer evidence-based
solutions that cut across polarized discussions
on migration and refugees. As such, the volume is aimed at researchers, students, policymakers, and experts working in international
relations, migration, human rights, and refugee protection.

ment of International Relations and Visiting
Scholar at New York University’s Center for European and Mediterranean Studies. Dr. Foppiani is also a member of the International Institute of Humanitarian Law and a senior officer in the Italian Navy Selected Reserve. He
holds a Ph.D. in International Relations from
the Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies.
OANA A. SCARLATESCU is Visiting Research
Fellow at Webster University Geneva, where
she researches the nexus between security and
development, including human trafficking and
smuggling. Ms. Scarlatescu holds an MA in International Relations from Webster University
Geneva and a BA in Communications from the
University of Bucharest. She previously worked
at the Embassy of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland to Romania.
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Dr. Lionel Fatton, professor of International Relations, participated in a TV debate about the recent
developments and escalation around the North Korean nuclear program. The debate was broadcast in
September on the program Infrarouge.
In November, Dr. Vlad Glaveanu gave a keynote at the International Workshop Creativity meets design
thinking, organized by the Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, Milan, Italy, titled “Re-designing creativity:
/PeterLangPublishers
From thinking to doing.”
/peterlanggroup
/company/peterlangpublishers

Dr. Michal Paserman has published a new article in the Journal of International Money and Finance.
The paper entitled “Co-movement or safe haven? The effect of corruption on the market risk of sovereign
bonds of emerging economies during financial crises,” explores the role of corruption in the cross-market
time-varying linkage between sovereign bonds of emerging markets and the US stock market.
Peter Lang AG, Wabernstrasse 40, 3007 Bern, Switzerland
In December, Francesco Arese
Visconti presented to the Annual Research Symposium at the
University of Westminster his doctoral project in progress, GENUS - Generational shifts - Italian migrants
in Switzerland after World War II.

The Spotlight Seminar on Empowering Girls through Technology that took place in March has been
featured as part of a series of events to promote education for girls sponsored by the International
Telecommunications Union. The Seminar, organized by Dr. Sarah Grosso, stressed the need for more
girls to enter information and communication technology education and careers.
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Research News

In March, Dr. Rouben Indjikian was a keynote speaker in Moscow at the international scientific seminar
World Energy: Current Trends and Prospects. Prospects for cooperation between Russia and OPEC.
Dr. Vlad Glaveanu was invited professor on the doctoral course Creativity across disciplines organized
at Aarhus University, Denmark, on the 5th and 6th of April. As part of the event, he also gave a public
lecture on sociocultural models of creativity.
Dr. Vlad Glaveanu gave an invited lecture in April at the University of Texas at Dallas on the topic of
culture and the power of creativity and imagination.
Dr. Sarah Grosso presented her research on women’s rights at the SANT/FAS 2018 Conference on the
theme of vulnerabilities in Uppsala, Sweden. She participated in a panel dedicated to feminist anthropology
exploring the ambiguity of vulnerabilities through a gender lens.
Dr. Aleksandra Jancikova presented her research on “Adoption of Agility Characteristics” at the
EIASM Conference on Strategic Human Resources Management, at the University of Catania in Italy.
Dr. Liza Jachens is working on a collaborative research project with Professor Jonathan Houdmont
(Division of Psychiatry and Applied Psychology, School of Medicine , University of Nottingham), they will
be investigating work-related stress for both the UK Police Federation and UK Police Force.
Dr. Vlad Glaveanu has been asked to edit the upcoming Palgrave Encyclopaedia of the Possible, a work
that is projected to include 250 entries on key concepts within this emerging and interdisciplinary field of
research.
In March, at the CISO Summit Middle East organized by MISIT institute in Dubai, Dr. Viktor Polic
talked on bridging the gap between tactical and strategic Information Security Risk Management. The
main focus was on CyberSecurity risks as strategic risks.
Dr. Krista Saral was awarded a research grant from University of Chicago for a field study. She published
papers in Experimental Economics and Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization. She gave invited
presentations at University of Lyon, Copenhagen Business School, and University of Geneva.
Dr. Dominique Jolly and H. Mazloomi wrote “The effect of learning approaches on the utilization of
external knowledge in strategic alliances,” published in 2017 by Industrial Marketing Management, a
journal with a five year impact factor of 4.4.
Dr. Jubin Goodarzi will have a chapter in an edited volume on the Syrian civil war coming out later this
year. The chapter is on Iran’s role in the Syrian conflict. The volume is being prepared by the University of
St. Andrews in Scotland and is to be published by Routledge Publishing in the UK.
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Twice a refugee, Aya Abdullah became a spokesperson for a pan-global crisis before finding
a home in Webster University Geneva
Freshman Aya Abdullah’s admissions file was unusual, to say the least, when she applied to Webster
University Geneva in the Fall of 2017. After all, it isn’t every day we see a recommendation letter written
by Arianna Huffington, or mention of a book deal with a major publisher. But, then, Aya had anything but
a usual path to college.
Aya’s odyssey began in 2009 when she was only 14 and her family fled the fighting in their home country,
Iraq. They settled in Syria, only to be uprooted by another conflict in 2011—this time fleeing to Turkey.
While in Turkey, a chance encounter with UNHCR staff led to a relationship that lasts to this day and a role
for Aya as a youth ambassador for the organization. In that role she attended the World Economic Forum
Davos meeting in January as the guest of another UNHCR ambassador, Cate Blanchett.
Aya’s family sought asylum in the US before landing in Switzerland. She wanted to continue her education,
but without speaking French she couldn’t gain admission to the state university. That is when Webster
stepped in with the offer of a scholarship and a brighter future.
Aya finished the ESL sequence in the Fall and is working toward a BA in International Relations with
emphasis in Migration & Refugee Studies. She has been a welcome addition to the campus, participating
in the IR department’s Humanitarian and Security Conference and Webster’s Got Talent (WGT). She even
performed in the European WGT competition, and brought the title home to Geneva.
We are very pleased that Aya has found a home in Webster University Geneva.
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